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Abstract--The origin of the Sudbury Structure and of the associated heterolithic breccias of the Onaping
Formation and the Sudbury Igneous Complex have been controversial. While an impact origin of the
structure has gained wide acceptance over the last 15 years, the origin of the recrystallized Onaping
Formation glasses and of the igneous complex is still being debated. Recently the interpretation of the
breccias of the Onaping Formation as suevitic fail-back impact breccias has been challenged. The igneous
complex is interpreted either as a differentiated impact melt sheet or as a combination of an upper impact
melt represented by the granophyre, and a lower, impact-triggered magmatic body consisting of the
norite-sublayer formations.
The Onaping Formation contains glasses as fluidal and nonfluidal fragments of various shapes and
sizes. They are recrystallized, and our research indicates that they are petrographically heterogeneous
and span a wide range of chemical compositions. These characteristics are not known from glasses of
volcanic deposits. This suggests an origin by shock vitrification, an interpretation consistent with their
association with numerous and varied country rock clasts that exhibit microscopic shock metamorphic
features. The recrystallized glass fragments represent individual solid-state and liquid-state vitrified rocks
or relatively small melt pods.
The basal member lies beneath the Gray and Black members of the Onaping Formation and, where
not metamorphic, has an igneous matrix. Igneous-textured melt bodies occur in the upper two members
and above the Basal Member. A comparison of the chemical compositions of recrystallized glasses and
of the matrices of the Basal Member and the melt bodies with the components and the bulk composition
of the igneous complex is inconclusive as to the origin of the igneous complex. Basal Member matrix
and Melt Bodies, on average, are chemically similar to the granophyre of the Sudbury Igneous Complex,
suggesting that they are genetically related. Our chemical results allow interpretation of the entire igneous
complex as a differentiated impact melt. However, they are also consistent with the granophyre alone
being the impact melt and the norite and quartz gabbro beneath it representing an impact-triggered
magmatic body. This interpretation is preferred, as it is consistent with a number of field observations.
A re-evaluation and extension of structural field studies and of geochemical data, as well as a systematic
study of the contact relationships of the various igneous phases of the igneous complex, are needed to
establish a Sudbury impact model consistent with all data and observations.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Sudbury Structure, Ontario, Canada, is 1.85 Ga old
( Krogh et al., 1984) and is known for one of the largest Ni-
Cu-PGE reserves on earth; its origin, by either magmatic or
impact processes, has been discussed for more than a cen-
tury. However, since the discovery of shatter cones in the
footwall rocks (Dietz, 1964) around the Sudbury Igneous
Complex (SIC), evidence favoring an impact origin of the
structure has mounted. Shock metamorphic features in foot-
wall rocks (Dence, 1972; Dressier, 1984; Dressier et al.,
1987; M011er-Mohr, 1992) and the strong brecciation of
these rocks up to a distance of about 80 km north of the SIC
(Dressier, 1984; Peredery and Morrison, 1984; Dressier et
al., 1987; Thompson and Spray, 1994) support an impact
origin of the structure. Shatter cones occur all around the
SIC and up to 17 km away from it (Guy-Bray and Geological
Staff, 1966; Dressier, 1984). The beterolithic breccias of the
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Onaping Formation (French, 1967, 1968, 1972; Peredery,
1972a,b; Muir and Peredery, 1984; Brockmeyer, 1990; Aver-
mann, 1992; Avermann and Brockmeyer, 1992) also exhibit
unequivocal shock metamorphic features, such as planar mi-
cro-deformation features in rock-forming minerals, and con-
tain recrystallized glasses interpreted as the product of shock
metamorphism. All this is convincing evidence for an impact
origin of the Sudbury Structure. However, there are features
that until recently were interpreted as possibly providing
evidence for an endogenic origin. Amongst them are the
elliptical shape of the SIC (Card and Hutchinson, 1972;
Muir, 1984)--most impact structures on Earth and the other
planets of the Solar System are more or less circular--and
the physical, volcanogenic character of the heterolithic brec-
cias of the Onaping Formation (Muir, 1984; Stevenson,
1990). The present non-circular shape of the SIC, however,
can be attributed to post-Sudbury event tectonic deformation
(Peredery and Morrison, 1984; Shanks and Schwerdtner,
1991; Milkereit et al., 1992; Cowan and Schwerdtner, 1994;
Wu et al., 1994). Recently, the impact origin of the hetero-
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lithic breccias of the Onaping Formation has been challenged
by Gibbins (19941 and Gibbins et al. (19941 because of
their similarity to volcanic pymclastic deposits. According
to Gibbins (1994), the deposition of the Onaping Formation
was caused by fragmentation of "melt" upon repeated inter-
action with water. Impact fallback breccias were either de-
posited beneath the Onaping Formation and subsequently
assimilated by the basal intrusion ( basal member, see below )
or by the SIC, or were never actually deposited within the
Sudbury Basin.
In the present paper we provide evidence for an impact
origin of the recrystatlized glasses of the Onaping Formation.
(All glasses of the Onaping Formation are recrystallized.
The term "glass" in this publication refers to the original
state of the analyzed material,) We compare the chemical
composition of these glasses with those of various impact
melt breccias within the Onaping Formation and with the
rocks of the SIC. We believe that our results demonstrate
that the glasses were produced by shock melting, as advo-
cated earlier in the history of investigations of the Onaping
Formatkm (Peredery, 1972a,b), and that they mainly repre-
sent individual vitrified rocks, relatively small individual
melt bodies, fragmented melt bodies, and heterogeneous melt
breccias. They were not derived from a large, homogeneous
impact melt sheet, which at Sudbury is possibly represented
by all or part of the SIC. By comparing the individual and
average chemical compositions of glass fragments and the
average composition of melt bodies and melt matrix of the
Basal Member of the Onaping Formation with the bulk com-
position of the various phases of the SIC we intend to ad-
vance our understanding of rock vitritication associated with
large-scale impact processes.
2. GENERAL GEOI_t)(;Y t)F "ritE
SUDBURY STRUCTURE
The Sudbury Structure, consisting of the SIC. the rocks of the
Whitewater Group in the Stndbury Basin, and shock metamorphosed
and brecciated footwall rocks underlying the SIC, is located in cen-
tral Ontario, Canada ( Fig. I ). It lies :.ll the present botnndary of the
Archean Superior Province and the Proterozoic Southern Province
of the Canadian Shield, approximately I0 to 30 km north of the
Grenville Province. Gneissic rocks of the Superior Province to the
north of the structure are about 2.71 Ga old ,'rod pcgmatoids spatially
associated with these gneisses are about 2,64 Ga old f Krogh et al.,
1984 ). The Proterozoic supracruslal rocks to the soulh and northeast
of the SIC belong to the Huronian Supergroup (about 2.5 to 2.4 Ga
old; Krogh el al., 19841. Outliers of these rocks also occur north
and west of the SIC and, coupled with the presence of clasts of
these rocks in the heterolithic breccias (Onaping Formation) in the
Sudbury Basra, provide evidence that the region ',_as underlain by
these Proterozoic rocks at the time of the Sudbury impact event.
The Huronian supracrustal rocks are intruded by igneous rocks, in
the south by the Murray and Creighton granitic plutons (about 2.4
to 2.5 Ga old: Frarey et al., 1982: Krogh el al,, 1084, 19961, and
all around the SIC by Nipissing gabbros of approximately 2.2 Ga
age (Corfu and Andrews, 19861, The Grenville Province is charac-
terized by a last metamorphic event dated 0.9 to 1.0 Ga ago.
The Sudbury Structure, as interpreted today, originally was at least
20(I 250 km in diameter (Peredery and Morrison, 1984; Dressier et
al., 1987: Grieve el al., 1991 ), is 1.85 Ga old (Krogh et al., 19841,
has been deformed by SE-NW thrusting (Pcredery and Morrison,
1984; Shanks and Schwerdtner, 1991 ), and, according to recent
vibroseismic investigations { Milkereit et al., 1992: Wu el al., 1994),
may have been considerably larger than previously assumed. The
SIC is a major component of the structure and is a 27 km by 60 km
elliptical body consisting trom bottom to top of inclusion-rich quartz
diorite (Sublaycr), norite, quartz gabbro, and granophyre layers, It
is considered a diflerentiated, crust-contaminated magma (Naldrelt
and Hewins, 19841 or a differentiated impact melt body ( Faggart el
al., 1985; Grieve el al., 1991 ; Deutsch, 1994 ), or possibly a combi na-
tion of these two possibilities (Dence, 1972; Shanks et al.. 199t);
Chai and Eckslrand, 1993, 1994; Johns and Dressier, 1995 ). The Ni-
Cu orebodics occtn m the sublayer, in the footwall rocks immediately
beneath it, and in so called ofl_set dikes of inclusion-rich quartz
diorite intruding the footwall rocks in several places around the
SIC. Below the SIC and northward up to about 80 km from it, the
Proterozoic and Archean rocks are cut by pseudotachylilic breccias,
called "Sudbury Breccias" (Speers, 1957: Dressier, 1984: Peredcry
and Morrison. 1084: MiJller-Mohr, 1992: Thompson and Spray,
1994; Spray and Thompson, 1995) and, up to I0 12 km norlh of
it, exhibit microscopic shock metamorphic features { Dence, 1972;
Dressier, 19841. Shatter cones occur in the footwall rocks around
the SIC up to 17 km away from it {Guy-Bray and Geological Staff,
1966; Dressier. 19841. The Whilewater Group, overlying the SIC
in the Sudbury Basin, consists from bottom to top of breccias of the
Basal, Gra}, and Black members of the Onaping Formation (ahoul
160() m thick, Peredery, 1972a,b; Muir and Peredery, 1994; l?,rock
meyer, 1990: Avermann, 1992: Avermann and Brockmeyer, 1992 ),
the mudstones of the Onwatin Formation {600 m thick. Rouscll,
1984 ), and Ihe lurbidilic wackes of the Chelmslk_rd Formation ( 85{t
m preserved thickness, Rousell, 1984).
The Onaping Formation has been alternatively interpreted as. lithi-
fled glowing a_ahmchcs, ash flows, ash flow tufts and lavas (Thom-
son, 1057: Williams. 1957: Stevenson, 1972, 1990), explosion brec-
cias, caldera collapse breccias, lapilli tufts, tufts, and welded tuffs
(Muir, 19841, or impact fall-back or impact crater-filling breccias
and impact melt fragments ( French, 1967, 1968, 1972: l)ence, t 972:
Peredery, 1972a,b: Brockmeyer, 1990: Avermann, 1992: Grieve el
al., 1991 ). The Fonnalion is slratified and can be subdividcd from
bottom to lop into a Basal Member, a Gray Member, and a Black
Member. A fourlh, btn nonstratigraphic member comprises the so-
called Mell Bodies, which according to Muir and Peredery ( 19841
occur mainly bct,aeen lbe Basal and Gray members, but also within
the upper two members of the formation. Brockmeyer's /199(I)
Green Member, equivalent to the chlorite shard horizon of the older
literature (Muir and Peredery, 19841, is located al the Gray-Black
Member interface. The basal member of the northern aud eastern
Sudbury Structure ( North Range and East Range I is distinctly differ-
ent from that ol the South Range. In the north and the cast, this
Member contains a _icte variety of fragments derived from the Pro-
terozoic and A_chean target rocks set in a very line-grained matrix
and was interpreted by Brockmeyer (1990) to represent impact melt
breccia. In the south, the Basal Member was termed quartzile breccia
by Stevenson ( 1060, 1961 ); it consists mainly ot" large clasts of
quartz anenfite and arkose, besides very minor quarlz-pebbly arkose
and Pmterozoic granite fragments. The matrix of the quartzite brec-
cia is strongly rccrystallized and may have been either a melted _v"
a clastic matrix. Pcrcdcry 11972b) and l)ressler et al. { 19871 com-
pared the breccia stratigraphy of lhe Onaping Formation with that
of the Ries impacl slructure in Germany. The quartzite breccia con
sists of fragments derived from the upper target stratigraphy, and,
assuming that the matrix of the quartzite breccia originally had been
clastic, the breccia may very well have been a "Bunte Breccia"
deposit, known to occur in the megablock zone and outside Ihe
morphological crater of the Ries { HUttner. 1969; Engelhardt, 1990 ).
If this interpretation is correct, the quartzite breccia had been depos-
ited outside the transient crater--assumed to have been abota 100
km in diameter-- and brought into its present posilion by northwest-
ward thrusting which included the South Range SIC. North of the
SIC, the quartzite breccia has been eroded away, if it was ever
present there. Nowhere does the Basal Member conlain any recrys-
tallized glass fi-agments, which are common in both the Gray, Green,
and Black Members. Shock metamorphic features (sec belo,a ) are
presenl in all breccias of the Onaping Formation, with lhe exception
of shock features in the South Range where they have been obliter-
ated by regional melamorphisnl and recrystallization. As a t3unte
Breccia deposit. Ihc sedimentary rock l'ragments of the quartzite
breccia would ha,_e been devoid of diaplectic glasses and other
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FIG. 1. General geology of the Sudbury Structure, Ontario, Canada (from Dressier et al., 1991 ). D-L: Location
of Dowling and Levack townships, from where the samples investigated by electron microprobe were obtained.
features representing strong shock. In contrast, both the Gray and
Black members are characterized by the presence of recrystallized
glass fragments ranging in size from smaller than one millimeter to
several centimeters, and locally 10 m. In an impact scenario they
represent suevite and redeposited suevite, respectively. Peredery
(1972b) proposed rapid tsunami-wave action to account for the
redeposited Black Member debris. At higher stratigraphic levels, the
member exhibits planar bedding and is gradationally and conforma-
bly overlain by mudstones of the Onwatin Formation. At the type
location of the Ries crater, suevite is defined as a heterolithic elastic
matrix breccia consisting of shock metamorphosed rock and mineral
fragments and impact glass fragments of various sizes. The Black
Member of the Onaping Formation contains 0.2 to 0.75% carbon in
the matrix (Burrows and Rickaby, 1930; Stevenson, 1972) which
is responsible for the color and name of the member. Fullerencs
have been discovered by Becket et al. (1994) in the Black Member.
Brockmeyer's (1990) Green Member, in our opinion, is a meh
de,)sit derived from a hot gas-melt particle fireball fall-back ejecta
collapsed from high altitudes onto the gray member suevite before
redeposition of the Black Member suevite. The chloritic "shards"
in it may represent collapsed vesicles that have shard-like shapes
(Brockmeyer, 1990). The interested reader is referred to Pye et al.
( 1994 ) and Dressier et al. ( 1991 ) for detailed treatises of the geology
and ore deposits of the Sudbury Structure.
3. SHOCK METAMORPHISM OF ROCKS OF THE
SUDBURY STRUCTURE
Shock metamorphic features are formed when two solid
bodies collide at hypersonic velocities. On Earth, shock
metamorphic features have been recognized in meteorites,
in basement target rocks of impact craters, in the breccias
deposited in impact craters, and in the ballistic ejecta sur-
rounding craters (French and Short, 1968). In the case of
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largeimpactevents,hocknmtamorpfioscdmineralfrag-
mentsmaybedistributedworldwideandfoundinspecific
ejectahorizons,uchasat the KIT boundary related to the
65 Ma old Chicxulub impact event at Yucatan, Mexico ( Hil-
debrand et al., 1991; Sharpton et al., 1992: Swisher et al..
1992: Krogh el al., 1993). Amongst the most commonly
observed shock metamorphic features are fracturing and the
development of kink bands in rock-fonning minerals, which,
by themselves, are not diagnostic shock defl_rlnations. How-
ever, plastic deformations, such as planar micro-deformation
features, deformation bands, mosaicism (i.e., irregular min-
eral lattice deformation ), and solid state mineral transforma-
tions are indicative of shock and impact. Solid state transfor-
mations result in the formation of high pressure mineral
phases and diaplectic glasses ( "'short range order phases").
Very high shock pressures result in the lbnnation of fused,
liquid-state mineral and rock glasses. The physical properties
of all these features, their significance in geoscience, and
their genetic implications have been described in consider-
able detail by several authors in French and Short (1968), by
DeCarli and Milton (1965), St6ffler ( 1971a,b, 1972, 1974,
1984), French (1966), Engelhardt and Bertsch (1969), En-
gelhardt and Graup (1977), Arndt et al. (1982), St6ffler
and Langenhorst (1994), and Grieve eta[. (I996), to list
,just a few. Planar deformation features in quartz and feldspar
have been observed in the basement rocks of the SIC t Dence,
1972; Dressier, 1984) and in mineral and rock fragments of
the Onaping Formation (French, 1967, 1968. 1972; Pere-
dery, t 972a,b; Muir and Peredery, 1984: Brockmeyer, 1990:
Avermann, 1992; Avermann and Brockmeyer. 1992).
Recrystallized impact glasses, in isolation and as frag-
ments in b,eccias, are not easily distinguished from endo-
genie, i.e., volcanic, glasses. Their association with a wide
range of shock-deformed country, rock tYagments, is how-
ever, good evidence for their origin by impact. The glasses of
the Onaping Formation--if of shock metamorphic origin--
should represent solid state mineral and rock transformation
and/or fused, liquid-state glasses formed through shock ther-
mal melting of minerals and rocks. Diaplcctic rock glasses
are internally heterogeneous, spatially mimicking the com-
position of potymineralic rocks. However, diaplectic glasses
derived from very fine-grained w)lcauic target rocks may be
indistinguishable from volcanic glasses or shock fused, liq-
uid-state glasses. Shock-fused glasses are either homoge-
neous or heterogeneous depending on the degree of mixing
of components during the shock vitrification process. Thus,
we propose that the occurrence of diaplectic, glassy frag-
ments alone, or in association with liquid-state glass frag-
ments with a considerable range of compositions, in a breccia
is evidence for an impact origin of the breccia. Volcanic,
pyroclastic deposits contain glass fragments that, in general,
have a more restricted range of glass compositions than im-
pact breccia deposits. Nonetheless, volcanic deposits con-
taining rhyolitic to basaltic glass fragmen(s have been ob-
served (e.g., Sigurdson and Sparks, 1981 ). Equally, in an
impact scenario a homogeneous target rock may result in
liquid-state glasses of a relatively restricted composition.
This has been reported from the Ries impact c,ater, where
liquid-state glass fragments in suevite all have more or less
the same composition (H6rz, 1965: Engelhardt, 1972). Geo-
chemical c_idcnce ahme may not always be sufficient to
distinguish between glasses of volcanic or impact origin.
A variety of texturally, mineralogically, and, therefore,
also chemically diflerent recrystallized glass fragments of
the Onapmg F(wmation are recognizable with the optical
microscope. For examt)le, glass which is completely replaced
by chlorite may represent a target rock geochemically differ-
enl fronl light grL'cnish-gray glasses omnipresent in both the
Gray and Black members. Texturally the glass fragments are
either JleterogellC()US, featureless, and tnorc or less homoge-
neotts, or exhibit fine laminations suggestive of liquid-stale
melting and llow. Many glass fragments in the Onaping
Formation have shard-like shapes, but features indicative of
welding have also been observed (discussion by Muir, in
Muir and Peredery, 1984). Shard-like outlines and fluidal
textures alloy, positi',e identification of glass fragments de-
spite post-impacl recrystallization and regional metamor-
phism. We have collected our samples from an area in the
northern part of the Sudbury Basin (Fig. 1 ) characterized
by low grccnschist facies regional metamorphism. Building
on our lield and petrographic observations and on those of
others {e.g., Peredery, 1972a,b; Muir and Peredery. 1984),
we selected a nun_ber of specimens fl)r detailed geochemical
investigations to test our views on the origin of the glasses
of the Onaping Formation.
4. PETR()(;RAPHY OF SAMPLES ANALYSED
BY MICROPROBE
A wide variety of rock, mineral, and recrystallized glass
fragments OCCLtrS in the various units of the Onaping Forma-
tion. Their physical characteristics have been described by
previous authors, notably by Peredery ( 1972a ) and Muir and
Peredery 11984 ). All units of the Formation contain a wiriety
of rock and mineral fragments, many of which show evi-
dence of shock mctanuwphism. Recrystallized glass frag-
ments of _arious sizes, shapes, and compositions occur in
tile suc',itic breccias of the Gray and Black members. The
Basal Member is devoid of glass fragments and has a ground-
mass interpreted by Brockmeyer (1990) to represent an im-
pact melt. The glasses of the Onaping Formation arc all
rccrystallizcd as they v¢crc subjected to post-impact dcvitri-
fication and low greenschist facies regional metamorphism.
A large number of Onapmg Formation specimens and thin
scctions from xarious locations in the Sudbury Basin were
investigated by us with the petrographic microscope and
allowed us to select representative samples for microprobe
analysis. In the following, a brief petrographic description
and interpretation of the samples analysed by us with the
microprobe are presented.
Sample 34712 is a fluidal glass fragmen! in a Gray Member sample
IFig 2]. It contains small quartz, quartz arenite, and nmdstone
fragments. Mosl of lhenl are recryslallized. One of the tiny, quartz
fragments has a corona of chlorite, possibly after pyroxene. Similar
corollas are ciHiiiIioll around fragments in impact melts (e.g., Floran
el al., 1978_ indicating chemical disequilibrium between fragment
and melt. A 3 mm large quartz fragment, not shown on Fig. 2,
exhibits two sets of planar deformations features. Ekmgate fragmenls
are flow-aligned. Amygdules ( not shown on Fig. 2 ) are presenl, are
tip to about I mm in diameter, and are lilled either with chlorite or
with chhu-ite, actinolile, and opaque minerals. The very line-grained,
felt-like groundmass is quarlzoleldspathic and contains tiny', light
greenish needle,, and Ilakes optically determined as amphibole. The
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Fit;. 2. Fluidal Gray Member glass (sample 34712) with two
microprobe profiles. Q: Quartz arenite fragment. M: Mudstone flag-
ment. q: Quartz fragment with corona. See also description of sample
in text. Compare with Fig. 10 and Tables I and 2. Length of photo-
graph is 1.9 cm. Plane polarized light.
texture of the groundmass is reminiscent of that of devitrified glass.
The amphibole possibly represents pseudomorphs after pyroxene
re{trollies. The fluidal lexlulv of sample 34712 [see alignment of
ehmgate fragments in Fig. 2) is that of a liquid-state glass+ Two
proliles were measured in this sample (Fig. 2), one consisting of
30 points over 5.2 ram. the other of 50 points over 10.0 ram.
Sample 34713 is of the Gray Member (Fig. 3). The analysed
fluidal, liquid-state glass fragment is embedded in a breccia con-
sisting of a variety of rock+ mineral and glass fragments• It contains
two rock clasts, one a quartz wacke, the other one a very fine-grained
mudstone. The clasts in the wacke are angular to subrounded and
consist of quartz that exhibits up to two sets of decorated planar
deformation features per grain. Tiny, angular quartz grains and clasts
of recrystallized quartz, commonly lensoid or elongated parallel to
the lamination, are abundant in the glass. Flow lines wrap around
the two larger, metasedimentary clasts. The glass groundmass of
sample 34713 is very line grained and similar to that of sample
34712, described above. One 30 point, 5.0 mm long profile wits
analyzed across this glass fragment.
Two recrystallized, fluidal glass fragments of Gray Member sam-
pie 34714 were analyzed <Fig. 4). They are embedded in a breccia
consisting of a wu+iety of mineral, rock, and glass fragments. One of
the profiles runs across one piece of a large, broken fluidal fragment,
consists of 30 points and is 4.0 mm hmg. Tiny quartz and plagioclase
fragments are included in the dense recrystallized glass. The other
glass {'ragment from this analysed sample is broken into three pieces,
and contains a recrystallized wacke clast, a mudstone clast, and
fragments of polygonal quartz. The profile across this fragment is
2.9 mm long and consists of 30 points, h was analysed with both a
focused {).5 /am and a defocused 15 x 15 ,um electron beam. The
ltuidal texture, the shapes, and the fractures of both analysed glass
fragments suggest thai the fragrnents represent liquid-state glasses
and that they' were solid{lied when they were incorporated into the
breccia deposit as they broke apart during the deposilional process.
Sample 34715 is a recrystallized glass fragment of the Gray Mem-
ber and is set in a breccia of mineral, rock and glass fragments
( Fig. 5 ). I1 is oval, fluidal, i.e., liquid-state, and contains two small
inclusions. One of them is dark colored and aphanitic, the other light
colored, very line grained, and crystalline. The recrystallized glass
is too fine grained for reliable optical mineral delermination. The
shapes of the analysed fragment and lhal of other fragments in Fig.
5 suggest that the fragments were solid{tied prior to deposit{tin Onc
analytical profile was analysed across the sample, both with a fo-
FI(;. 3. Fluidal Gray Melnber glass i sample 34713) with one
microprobe profile. Q: Quart/ ;',acke tlagment. M: Mudst,ane frag-
ment. See also descl'iplioll ol nanlplc in lexl. ('omf, are with Table
2. Length of pht_lograph is 1.7 cm Plane pl+irized light.
cused and a defl)cused electron beam. l'he lm_lile is 4 mm long and
contains 3(1 poinls.
Sample 34716 is a glass fragnleltl in a (]ray Member specimen
(Fig. 6), is irregularly shaped, tluidal, and contains many small
inclusions aligned parallel to the tluidal texture. The fragment is
t_)lded and set in a breccia consisting of mineral, rock, and glass
fragments. Not shoven on Fig. 0 is a lhin, sinuous and dike-like
feature extending from the fragment into the breccia suggesting that
this liquid-state glass fragmem wa'_ nol solid{lied prior to deposition.
Faintly visible, oval shapes m Ihe recrystallized glass groundmass are
suggestive of recrystallized amygdules. They are somewhat elongate
parallel to the lamination of the glass. Two profiles were analysed.
one of them with both a focused and unfocused electron beam. One
of the profiles is 5 mm hmg and has 30 points, whereas the other
is 5.5 mm long with 50 points.
Sample 34717 is of the Gi-a,, Member (lgg. 7). The analysed
glass fragment is sel in a brcccia of rock. mineral, and [tuidal and
Fl(;. 4. Gray Member glasses (sample 34714l ,._,ith one micro-
probe prolile each. Q: Wacke l'ragmenl, M: Mudsttme fl'agment. See
also description of sample in lexl. ('onlpale with Table 2. Length
of photograph is 2.3 cm, Plane polari/cd light.
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Fl(;. 5. Fluidal Gray Member glass (sample 34715) with one
microprobe profile. A: Dark, aphanific inclusion. B: Light colored,
crystalline inclusion. See also description of sample m text. Compare
with Table 2. Length of photograph is 1.4 cm. F'lanc polarized light.
nonfluidal glass fragments. Itcontains numerous inclusions. One of
two relatively htrge ones is very line grained, rectangular in shape,
and possibly is a metaw_lcanic rock. The other one is a fine-grained,
quartz-rich, actinolite-bearing rock. Near Ihe margin the liquid-slate
fragmenl is distinctly fluidal. Two microprobe profiles, one across
the whole fragment, the other halfway across, were analysed. Both
consist of 20 points. One is 6 ram, the other 2.5 nun, long.
The fluidal glass fragment 43(1 F of the Gray Member contains
angular to subrounded quartz clasls and one small actinolite frag-
ment. The quartz in places exhibits phmar detimnafion features.
Quartzofeldspathic rock clasts also occur. Faint o,_al shapes in the
glass are suggestive of amygdules. Fine aclinolite or pyroxene nee-
dles, too small lot proper microscopic identitication, are reminiscent
of devitrification fizatures. Amygdules and fluidal texture are charac-
teristics of a liquid-slate glass. A total of lifty randlmfly distributed
point analyses were perliwmed.
Fl(+. 6. Fluidal Gray Member glass (sample 34716) with two
microprobe profiles. See also description of sample in text. A: Re-
crystallized amgdules? Compare with Table 2. Length t)l" photograph
is 2.4 cm. Plane polarized light.
Fir;. 7. Fluidal (;ray Member glass (sample 34717) with two
microprobe profiles. V: Metavolcanic rock fragment? Q: Quartz-
rich. actinolite-bearing rock. See also description of sample in text.
Compare with Fig. 1 I and Table 2. Length of photograph is 3.(1 cm.
Plane polarized light.
Fluidal, i,e,, liquid state, glass fragment 93-02-Aii of the Gray
Member contains angular quartz clasts and fragments of a quartz-
rich metasediment, It is about 0.3 cm by 1.2 cm in size and set in
a typical gray member breccia of mineral, rock, and glass fragments.
It is microscopically similar to sample 34715 (Fig. 5 _. A total of
eighty-five ran(.hmlly distributed point analyses were obtained from
this fragment.
The analysed |luidal glass fragment 93-03 of the Gray Member
is about 1 cm by 3 cm in size, tabular, and similar in shape and
microscopic appearance to sample 34717 (Fig. 7 ). It contains quartz
clasts, quartz arenile clasts, chloritized clasts, and mudstone frag-
ments consisting of quartz and chlorite, possibly after biotite. These
inclusions in the glass are either angular in shape or strongly elon-
gated parallel Io the fluidal texture of the liquid-state glass. I(ll
randomly distributed point analyses were performed on this frag-
ment.
Glass fragment 5P834)1, in a Gray Member breccia of mineral,
rock and glass fragments, is quartzofeldspathic and exhibits recrys-
tallized quartz grains and weakly preserved spheroids (Fig. 8). It is
not fluidal and resembles strongly shocked, almost completely vitri-
fied, diapleciic quartz arenite or arkose, common in suevite of the
Wanapitei impact crater east of the SIC. This 37 Ma impact structure
is characterized by targets rocks that in part were the same as those
of the Sudbury Structure (Dressier el al., 1996). The microprobe
profile across the analysed glass fragment is 2.1 mm long and 30
point analyses at equal distances were measured.
Fragment II0-10 is a nonfluidal, partly chloritized glass (Fig. 9 I.
It occurs in a typical C-bearing Black Member breccia of mineral,
rock, and glass fragments. Tiny, angular quartz fragments are set in
the chlorite near the microprobe profile. The angular, clasfic shapes
of the quartz fragments possibly are an indication that fragment 1 I(I-
10 represents a liquid-slate, and not a diaplectic glass. 60 point
analyses were performed along a 1 mm long profile. The large frag-
ment in the center of Fig. 9 may represent diaplectic glass or a little
shocked target rock. It exhibits a texture reminiscent of that of an
igneous rock and contains euhedral plagioclase. The remainder of
the fragment is mainly chlorite and actinolite. Parts of the euhedral
plagioclase is replaced by fine-grained epidote. The remainder is
relatively unaltered, and exhibits planar fractures or is extremely
fine grained and recrystallized.
5. MICROPROBE ANALYTICAL METHODS
AND RESULTS
Peredery (1972a,b) analyzed a number of fluidal, diaplec-
tic, and chloritized shards of the Onaping Formation that
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FIG. 8. Gray Member glass (sample 5P 83-01 ) with one micro-
probe protile. S: Recr_stallized spheroids. Q: Recrystallized quartz
grains. See also description of sample in text. Compare with Table
2. Length of photograph is 6.5 ram. Plane polarized light.
represent a wide array of compositions. For example he re-
ported that SiO2 ranges from about 52 to 69 wt% and AleO_
from about 3 to 20 wt%. In total he carried out sixteen
analyses on diaplectic and twenty on fluidal, liquid stage
glasses.
The present study' includes a microprobe investigation of
about fifteen glass fragments. They are described above
and shown in the photomicrographs of Figs. 2-9. They
represent a relatively small, but representative number of
fragments and were selected from a large number of micro-
scopically studied samples. About 700 microprobe analyses
were carried out on them. All samples are derived from an
area in Dowling and Levack townships in the northwestern
Sudbury Basin (Fig. 1 ). Analyses were carried out with
the CAMEBAX Microbeam (CAMECA Instr.) microprobe
of the Federal Institute for Geoscience and Natural Re-
sources in Hannover, Germany. Point wavelength disper-
sive analyses of Si, Ti, AI, Cr, Fe, Mn, Mg, Ca, Na, and
K were conducted with a 0.5/Jm focused beam or a 15 × 15
/.,m square scan area was analysed with defocused circular
beam, applying a 15 kV accelerating voltage and a 10 nA
specimen current. The measuring time was 10 s. As stan-
dards we used albite (Si, Na), orthoclase (K), andradite
(Ca), hematite (Fe), synthetic AI20_ (AI), synthetic
MnTiO_ (Mn, Ti), synthetic Cr=O_ (Cr), and synthetic
MgO ( Mg ). One or two profiles were analysed across each
glass fragment. Three fragments were analysed at randomly
distributed points. Up to 60 points per profile and up to
about 100 randomly distributed point analyses were ob-
tained per glass fragment. Three of the profiles were re-
peated with a defocused electron beam. We carefully se-
lected microprobe traverses to avoid analyzing clasts in-
cluded in the glass. We believe that the effects of
postdeposition alteration are minimal, at least in samples
obtained from the Gray Member, from where most our
samples were obtained. Silicification, carbonatization, and
other alteration effects adw_cated by Gibbins (1994) to
account for the variability of the chemical composition of
the wuious components of the Onaping Formation, if they
had been active at all. wouhJ have affected all glass, mineral
and rock fragments in the breccias leading to more homoge-
neous chemical compositions of the glass fragments than
observed. Chloritization, however, is common, especially
in the Black Member breccias. We believe that it affected
mainly rocks of basic chemical composition. A consider-
able number of published whole-rock analytical results and
several published microprobe analyses have also been used
in our study. They substantiate our interpretations. Sources
of these earlier data are noted in the legend to Fig. 12 (see
below). Some of the point-analytical results are plotted in
Figs. 10 and 11 and show a wide range of compositions.
For example, SiOz in prolile I of sample 34712 (Fig. 10)
ranges fion_ about 28 to 98 wt_;f. FeO front ahnost zero to
26 wt%, and AI_,O_ from 4 to ill_ue than 20 wt%. Profiles
obtained fiom other samples show similar ranges, but are
not presented here.
The numerical results of sample 34712 are presented in
table format (Table 1 ). ( Numerical results of other samples
and their graphical representations may be requested from
B. O. Dressier.) The point analyses are interpreted to repre-
sent the minerals listed in the table. Relicts of unmetamor-
phosed pyroxene, possibly from the target rock or originally
formed through devitrificatitm, arc present.
Table 2 lists the results for all the Gray Member samples
studied by us. The high standard deviations reflect composi-
tional inhomogeneity of the various glass fragments along
the optically clast-free proliles measured. The average values
of the chemical analyses of points are taken as an approxima-
tion of the bulk composition of the recrystallized glass frag-
ments. The analyses show a wide range of bulk composi-
tions. For example, SiO_, ranges from about 54 to 72 wt%"
AleO_ from 10.75 to 15.42 wtr/,, and FeO from 0.03 to 9.86
wt%. In sample 34712, most elements in one profile have
FI(;. 9. Black Member glass ( salnple I 1{)-10 ) with one microprobe
prolile. The large fi'agmcn, in tilt_"cen,er _1",he ligure contains some
euhedral plagioclase (P). See also description of sample in text.
Compare with Table 4. Lcng,h ol photograph is 6.3 ram. Plane
polarized light.
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Table 2: Microprobe Analyses of Recrystallized Glass Fragments of the Gray Member of the Onaping Formation
Sample 34712 34713 34714 34715 5P83-01
Pn_file 1 Profile 2 Pro_le 1 Profile 1 Profile 2 Profile I Profile I
Average SO Average SD Average SO Average SD Average SO Average SO
n 30 50 30 30 80
SiO2 57.73 15.21
riO2 0.34 0.68
Al:_s 15.3g 4.83
Cr_O._ 0.05 0,02
FeO 7.48 8.g6
MnO 0.20 0.20
MgO 4.33 4.77
CeO 2.80 4.72
Na_O 1.86 2.23
K20 5.17 4.14
P20_
Total 95.35
Sample
Profile 1
Average SO
n 30
SK_ 633g 13.44
TIO_ 0.7O 2.7O
AI_ 14.30 6.55
Cr;O3 0.08 0.08
FeO 4.22 5.07
MnO 0.15 0.20
MgO 3.28 4.26
CaO 4.74 5.80
Na20 5.14 3.26
K20 0.g3 2.24
P_
total
63.30 14.80
2.01 8.87
13.64 7.29
0.04 0.03
4.18 5.13
0.17 0.17
2.(10 3.94
4.76 7.31
2.78 2.73
3.42 4.44
96.gQ
34716
64.40
0.40
15.27
0.03
3,03
0.08
1.06
4,00
3.31
4.27
g7.0G
3O
13.gO 83.78
1.84 0.03
8.g0 13.84
0.03 0.02
5.43 3.08
0.11 0.13
2.10 2.80
4.26 5.72
2.74 7.56
5.54 0.48
97.54
34717
8.35
0.03
5.93
0.02
3.24
0.13
3.15
8.07
3.1g
0.0g
Profile 2
Average SD
5O
64.07 12.83
0.1g 0.74
14.03 7.84
0.02 0.03
4.50 8.46
0.18 0.25
3.43 4.74
4.72 7.29
5.00 3.70
1.00 2.29
Profile 1
Average SO
2O
82.48 g.24
0.4g 1.ee
15.42 3.72
0.03 0.03
3.34 4.10
0.13 0.12
2.50 2.77
3.90 3.g8
8.77 3.98
2.72 4.80
Profile 2
Average SO
2O
54.88 17.80
0.08 0.08
13.78 6.84
0.05 0.03
9.8(5 0.50
0.28 0.24
8.35 5.68
4.5g 7.31
3.26 3.08
1.00 2.35
64.5O
0.gG
13.01
0.02
4.17
0.15
3.57
6.07
4.58
1.03
98.22
93-02 Aii
Random
Average SD
85
50.73 11.37
2.48 6.15
12.40 4.2/)
0.03 0.03
4,78 3,17
0.17 0.00
3.81 2.14
7.48 5.56
6.03 2.81
1.01 1.32
O.OG 0.14
SO Ave(age
30
12.61 62.30
3.64 1.00
7.gG 10,75
0.04 0.0_
5.03 8.g2
0.20 0.21
4.80 4.32
7,g6 8.51
3.37 3.01
2.70 1.28
97.22
Random
Average SO
101
58.14
2.15
13.49
0.04
5.34
0.17
4.33
6.48
4.82
3.g6
0.06
9g.03
18.31
4.88
8.75
0.04
7.36
0.1g
4.07
7.02
3.37
2.58
g.23
4.g3
3.65
0.03
3,11
0.08
2.22
5.18
2.g5
3.97
0.0G
72.63 14.48
0.01 0,02
13.93 8,24
0.03 0.03
2.24 4.57
0.1 0.21
1,78 3.57
2.1g 4.87
5,43 4.48
0.35 1.28
ge.tW
430-F
Random
Average SD
5O
5g.87 11.18
0.gl 2.72
12.80 4,30
0.02 0.02
5.g2 g.g6
0.11 0.08
3.12 2.3g
3.78 3.8e
0.79 1.06
g.42 4.06
0.0_ 0.05
98.90 g7.12 g7.85 93.98 98.01 98.77
_II data in weight percent; Fe .,I FeO. _ Standard devMt_n.
weight percent values different from the values obtained
from the other profile across the same glass fragment. The
SiOz numbers, for example, are 57.73 and 63.39 wt%, re-
spectively. The two profiles in the one analysed fragment
of sample 34716, however, are remarkably similar in bulk
composition. In sample 34714, we analysed two fragments
having similar bulk chemical compositions.
Table 3, listing whole rock data of Gray Member flu-
idal glasses (Muir and Peredery, 1984), shows a wide
range of chemical compositions. For example, SiO2
ranges from 59.9 to 75.1 wt% and Fe203 from about 1
to about 9 wt%. These whole-rock chemical data substan-
tiate our microprobe data. Table 4 gives microprobe and
whole rock analyses of glass fragments of the Green and
Black members of the Onaping Formation. Both mem-
bers are characterized by the high abundance of chlori-
tized fragments, which are products of postdeposition
alteration of glass of probably originally basic composi-
tion. Non-chloritized glass fragments are similar in
chemical composition to those in the gray member, and
exhibit a wide range of bulk compositions. For example,
SiO2 ranges from about 59 to about 61 wt%, and AlzO._
ranges from approximately 5 to about 15 wt%.
6. CHEMISTRY OF THE GLASSES, MELT BODIES,
AND MELT BRECCIAS OF THE ONAPING
FORMATION AND THE SUDBURY IGNEOUS
COMPLEX: A COMPARISON
Both fluidal and nonfluidal glass fragments in the suevitic
breccias of the Onaping Formation, as shown above, have a
considerable range of bulk compositions. This is in contrast
to results from the Ries impact crater in Germany (H6rz,
1965; Engelhardt, 1972) where glass fragments in the suevite
are characterized by a relatively homogeneous chemical com-
position reflecting a homogeneous target rock in the zone of
impact melting. However, impact glasses are not homoge-
neous in all terrestrial impact structures. This is shown by our
results and, for example, also by data from the Zhamanshin
impact structure in the Aral region of Kazakhstan, where
impact glasses were subdivided into four groups based on
their average SiO2 content of about 55, 65, 73, and 93 wt%.
These impact glasses inherited the chemistry of target rocks
and are not evenly distributed in and around the crater (Feld-
man and Sazonova, 1993). In the following we compare the
bulk chemical compositions of glasses and impact melts of
the Onaping Formation with the bulk compositions of the
SIC. The rationale for this comparison and some background
information are presented first.
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Table 3: Fluidal Glasses in Gray Member of the Onaplng FormaUon - Whole Rock Analyses
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Average SD
SK:_ 65.90 65.20 59.90 61.50 69.40 62.40 75.10 61.80 62.30 65.10 62.40
TiO2 0.95 0.76 0.5@ 0.71 0.78 1.01 0.58 0.93 0.85 0.78 0.74
AlaO,a 11.00 12.60 14.00 15.80 12.50 13.50 9.87 12.80 13.30 12.30 11.40
Fe20_ 5.63 5.13 0.91 1.02 4.48 4.84 4.12 8.12 6.95 7.89 9.25
FeO 6.40 4.94
MnO 0.23 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.06 0.09 0.06 0.12 0.14 0.14 0.13
I_ 4.28 3.37 4.27 4.03 3.10 5.12 2.20 4.76 4.68 5.04 4.95
CaO 4.51 3.76 3.96 3.65 1.94 4.06 0.70 3.20 2.72 1.88 2.78
Ha_ 4.28 4.68 4.27 5.10 4.53 6.88 1.06 3.33 4.75 4.31 4.24
KaO 1.90 3.06 2.25 1.81 0.91 0.22 4.54 3.10 2.11 0.29 0.85
P2Os 0.04 0.05 0,12 0.12 0.01 0.05 0.00 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.04
CO_ 0.36 0.14 0.14 0.09 0.29 0.12 0.20 0.11 0.11 0.09 0.10
S 0.23 0.19 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.11 0.02
HzO° 1.49 0.69
HzO" 0.38 0.4O
Total 99.31 90.07 98.82 100.03 98.01 96.30 98.45 98.14 97.99 97.97 96.90
LOI 0.90 1.00 1.10 0.98 1.50 0.90 1.60 1.80 1.90 2.30 2.10
64.64 4.36
0.79 0.14
12.62 1.58
6.45 1.72
0.12 O.O5
4.16 1.15
3.01 1.15
4.31 1.38
1.91 1.32
0.O5 0.04
0.16 0.09
0.06 0.O5
98.30
1.45
Rverage and standard deviation (SD) for recalculated Fe20_ total. All data in weigM percent. Data from Muir and Peredery (1984).
Within an impact scenario, the SIC has recently been inter-
preted as either an impact melt body (Faggart et al., 1985;
Grieve et al., 1991; Grieve, 1994) or as a combination of
an impact melt and an intrusive body (Dence, 1972: Shanks
et al., 1990; Chat and Eckstrand, 1993, 1994; Johns and
Dressier, 1995 ). Faggart et al. ( 1985 ) provided isotopic evi-
dence for crustal derivation of the SIC. They reported Sta-
Nd isotopic results for the norite and quartz gabbro of the
SIC (average eN,, = --7.5) and interpreted them to mean that
the magma was derived entirely fiom melting of Precam-
brian target rocks. Deutsch (1994) reported isotopic data of
r:_,m, from about +10 to +110, and eND(('HUR]eS, UR, .7o,_m_, ranging
from -4 to -12, and Nd model ages relative to a depleted
mantle between 3.2 and 2.7 Ga for rocks of the SIC and
impact melt fragments of the Gray and Green members of the
Onaping Formation. All this, according to Deutsch (1994)
supports whole rock melting of crustal rocks. Grieve el al.
(1991) published a mixing model for the SIC combining
various Archean and Proterozoic target rocks and compared
a theoretical melt composition with the bulk composition of
the SIC. Shanks el al. (1990) and Johns and Dressier ( 1995 )
pointed to field and structural evidence that they believed
not to be consistent with the interpretation of all of the SIC
as an impact melt sheet. They noticed thai the Sublayer
contains inclusions of norite, in places intrudes the norite,
and has inclusions aligned with their long dimension parallel
to the contact wilh the norite. All this is good field evidence
for a post-norite intrusion age of the sublayer. We also wish
Table 4: Microprobe and W'no_e Rock Analymm of Rocrystalllzed Glass Fragments of _e Green and Black Members of the Onaplng F_-matlon
n 1
SK_ (10.70
o.,_
NaO3 13.70
Cr_
FeO 0.77
MnO 0.13
_Wo 4.32
CaO 3.72
maO 5.29
K,-O 2.16
Total _/.64
2 110-10
A,_rage SO
1 3O
01.(X) 54.24 10.24
0._ 0.58 2.M,
13.00 5.35 4.56
0.07 0.04
0.ge 10.27 7.45
0.15 O. 'u:l 0.27
4.38 11.36 5.04
3.5(I 5.0_ 4.88
2.58 0.15 0,06
5.3O O.Oe 0.04
0,04
ge.lg _NI.70
46b-1
! Aven_*
2a
SO
01.80 4.52
0.83 0.75
13.25 5.12
0.02 0.O2
5.72 5.36
0.1g 0.20
4.37 4.15
5.00 3.03
3.29 3.01
5.8@ 8.31
0.04 0.53
9e.01
40b-3
12
46b-4 46b-6 Pl174_
SD A,*emge
5
1.50 28.24
7.29 12.18
0.00 0.(X}
2.43 12.44
0.83 13.67
0.10 0.43
0.53 8.80
0.79 11,10
0.01 rid
|7.11
0.22
5.11
0.04
17.27
0.50
13.29
10.13
0.75
0.38
0.11
00.32
SO Avenlgl
lO
0.73 52._
0.15 1.67
3._ 5._
0._ 0._
3.04 13.70
0.11 0._
3.3O 11,10
0.75 2._
0._ 0._
0._ _
_._
SO
0
4.28 2o.38
2.02 3.85
2.23 14.g2
0.03 Oll
2.0e 23.10
0.10 0.56
1._5 13.78
2.40 3.74
2.21 0,25
0.0_ 0.11
1,04 0,04
8_.0e
SO A_raSle
5
1_20 27.78
4.25 3.30
1.65 0.0G
0.04 16.34
3.81 25.84
0.0e 0.40
2.67 15.57
3.83 0.(14
0.38
0.0_ 0.03
0.07 nd
DW 479-70
SD
2.50
10.06
0.00
7.10
11.10
0.45
7.71
15.08
236-2
SO
4
2e.10 0.38
0.07 0.06
0.02 0.03
17.84 0.17
23.ee 0.25
0.62 0.0_
15.54 0.23
0.O1 0.02
0.10 0.04
0.04 0.02
84.04
1-2:
110-10:
40.1, 3.4, 8:
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to point to the fact that the SIC is apparently not ponded, as
shown by the seismic profiles of Wu et al. (1994). Large
melt sheets lillmg impact craters, however, are. Lightfoot
(Ontario Geological Survey', pers. commun.) obtained U-Pb
age dates of about 1.85 Ga on baddeleyites of mafic/ul-
tramafic inclusions in the Suhlayer, suggesting differentia-
lion of malic/ultramafic, unexposed SIC units that were sub-
sequently incorporated as inclusions in the Sublayer. In the
northeastern and southeastern parts of the SIC, the grano-
phyre exhibits strong solid-state deformation, whereas norite
and quartz gabbm are virtually undeformed. All this suggests
that the granophyre is the oldest SIC phase and might repre-
sent an impact melt sheet. Norite and Sublayer are younger.
This interpretation is supported by geochemical investiga-
tions of Chat and Eckstrand ( 1993, 1994) who believe that
the SIC represents two independent magmas. The norite was
derived from strongly contaminated mantle magma, the
granophyre from impact melting of Archean and Huronian
rocks. The two major rock types of the SIC, according to
these authors, have distinct chemical compositions and can-
not be related by fractional crystallization from a single
magma. For example, they point to a negative correlation
between STRb/S_'Sr and initial _:Sr/_'Sr ratios of granophyre
and norite of the SIC. Furthermore, they believe that a sharp
change in chemical compositions in the transition from norite
to granophyre is not supportive of a single magma origin of
the SIC. SiO_ and K20 increase dramatically, while A1203,
MgO, and CaO decrease abruptly. REE contents also change
abruptly across this transition. The quartz gabbro is believed
to represent mixing of the contaminated, mantle-derived
magma and the granophyre impact melt.
If the various glass fragments, the melt bodies, and the
melt matrix of the North Range Basal Member of the Onap-
ing Formation ( Peredery, 1972a,b; Muir and Peredery, 1984)
were derived by shock melting of target rocks, they should,
individually or mixed, represent an average chemical compo-
sition of the bulk SIC--if Faggart et al. (1985), Grieve et
al. (1991), Grieve (1994), and Deutsch (1994) are cor-
rect,--or of the granophyre--if the interpretation by Shanks
et al. (1990), Chai and Eckstrand ( 1993, 1994), and Johns
and Dresster ( 1995 ) is correct. To test these hypotheses, we
have compiled a large number of geochemical data on the
various glasses and melts of the Onaping Formation (mainly
alter Muir and Peredery, 1984). These data are compared
with our analytical results and with the three main compo-
nents and the bulk composition of the SIC in Fig. 12a-d.
( Here we show only the plots for a limited number of chemi-
cal components. Other, not plotted, components support the
interpretations derived from the limited number of plots
shown.) The glasses and the various melts are represented
by wide compositional ranges. Black Member glasses appear
to occupy two small individual fields, unless this is a result
of ttl,: small number of black member glass analyses avail-
able. The Melt Bodies range in chemical composition from
dacite to basalt {Muir and Peredery, 1984). The granophyre
of the SIC occupies fields in Fig. 12 that overlap with the
compositional ranges of various glasses and melts of the
Onaping Formation. The bulk composition of the SIC plots
close to the average granopbyre composition reflecting the
relatively large granophyre w)lume (76%) in contrast with
the volume of the other two main components of the SIC
( 13% norite and I 1% quartz gabbro ). These percentages are
based on the areal extend of the three main units in the
North Range from where our data on the SIC were obtained
(courtesy of P. Lightfoot, Ontario Geological Survey). The
rocks there are undeformed and little altered.
7. DISCUSSION
Recrystallized glasses of the Onaping Formation show a
considerable range of bulk geochemical compositions and
most of our microprobe profiles across single recrystallized
glass fragments show that the glasses, internally, are very
heterogeneous too. We have also shown that bulk composi-
tions obtained from more than one profile across a glass frag-
ment are either more or less the same or distinctly different
from each other. Furthermore, in a few samples we have
analysed more than one glass fragment per polished section.
Our results indicate that glasses of essentially the same bulk
composition or fragments of different compositions occur
close together. The limited number of rock thin sections stud-
ied under the microscope and the relatively small number of
samples analysed by microprobe do not represent a meaning-
ful number to allow us to statistically establish the abundances
of diaplectic versus liquid-state impact glasses. Liquid-state
glasses are recognized by their fluidal texture. Some diaplectic
glasses can be identified by relict rock textures. For example,
we have recognized glasses, and analysed one sample of them
(see Fig. 8 of sample 5p83-01 ), with petrographic features
reminiscent of unaltered, diaplectic glasses derived from met-
asedimentary rocks of the Proterozoic Huronian Supergroup.
Similar glasses are commonly found in the suevite of the 37
Ma old Wanapitei impact structure (Dressier et al., 1996)just
east of the SIC. The target rocks of both the Sudbury and
Wanapitei structures in part were metasedimentary rocks of
the Huronian Supergroup.
All these observations are different from what we know
about volcanic regimes, where, in general, felsic glasses oc-
cur in felsic volcanic assemblages and mafic glasses in mafi.c
volcanic assemblages and are not intermixed. However, Si-
gurdson and Sparks (1981) described a volcanic deposit
containing rhyolitic to basaltic fragments. The glass frag-
ments of the Onaping Formation are intermixed with a wide
range of mineral and country rock fragments, many of which
exhibit microscopic shock metamorphic features such as pla-
nar deformation features in quartz and feldspar. Several of
the fragments annalysed by us, and many others studied with
the petrographic microscope, contain various types of rock
inclusions suggestive of a melting process involving more
than one target rock type. All this is distinctly different from
volcanic breccia deposits and is convincing evidence for an
impact origin of the glasses and the breccia deposits of the
Onaping Formation.
The various Melt Bodies and the melt matrix of the Basal
Member of the Onaping Formation are chemically heteroge-
neous (Peredery, 1972a; Muir and Peredery, 1984; Brock-
meyer, 1990). A comparison of the major element bulk com-
positions of glass fragments, of samples of Melt Bodies, and
of the melt matrix of the Basal Member of the Onaping
Formation with the average composition of the SIC shows
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FIG. 12. Comparison of chemical compositions of various components of the Onaping Formation and of the Sudbury
Igneous Complex.
that none of all these various melts, all of which were pro-
duced during the impact process, was mixed to form a homo-
geneous melt before ejection and incorporation into the brec-
cias of the Onaping Formation• It also leads to the conclusion
that either the granophyre of the SIC alone or the whole
mass of the differentiated SIC may be the Sudbury impact
melt. If the granophyre of the SIC is in fact the Sudbury
impact melt, the other phases of the SIC resulted from impact
triggered magmatism. Basal Member matrix and Melt Bod-
ies (Peredery, 1972a) are, in fact, similar in chemical com-
position to the granophyre (Table 5) possibly suggesting
that they are genetically related. The geochemical similarity
of the Melt Bodies (Peredery, 1972a,b ) and the granophyre
of the SIC had been recognized in the past by Muir ( 1984):
however, he advocated an endogenic origin for the Onaping
Formation (Muir, in Muir and Peredery, 1984).
Based on our chemical results alone, the entire SIC or the
granophyre ahme represent the Sudbury impact melt. Major
element geochemistry alone does not provide a solution for
this problem; however, we believe that we can differentiate
between these two possibilities by taking a number of dis-
tinctive field observations in consideration. One of us, B.
Dressier, has observed three intrusive phases of Sublayer
where, of which at least two are post-norite in age as they
intrude the norite as dikes and contain inclusions of norite
(Dressier, 1980, 1981, 1982 ). As stated above, contact rela-
tionships of the Sublayer with the norite at the base of the
SIC also suggest that the Sublayer intruded after the em-
placement of the norite ( Dressier, 1982; Johns and Dressier,
1995). The rocks of the Onaping Formation and the grano-
phyre in the southeastern and northeastern comers of the
SIC, as well as the footwall rocks beneath the SIC, are
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Table 6: Whole rock analyses of Basal Member and Melt Bodies
matrices and of Granophyre of Sudbury igneous Complex
Basal Member Melt Bodies, sensu Basal Member Granophyre of
Matrix Peredery (1972) Matrix plus Melt Sudbury Igneous
Bodies Complex
Average SD Average SD Average SO Average SO
n 36 43 79 22
SiO2 68.92 3.13
TiO2 0.49 0.14
AI203 13.52 1.58
FeE) 4.13 0.91
MnO 0.03 0.03
MgO 1.91 0.61
CaO 1.64 0.73
Na20 3.80 0.95
K20 2.60 1.03
P205 0.06 0.04
C02 0.22 0.15
S 0.06 0.06
H20+ 1.47 0.24
H20- 0.17 0.04
Total _._
67.32 3.33
0.60 0.12
13.09 0.98
4.94 1.23
0.11 0.04
3.09 0.84
2.33 1.15
3.55 1.27
2.21 1.07
0.03 0.02
0.22 0.19
0.04 0.05
1.25 0.17
0.47 0.04
99.25
68.01 3.34
0.55 0.14
13.28 1.29
4.63 1.15
0.10 0.04
2.56 0.95
2.02 1.03
3.66 1.14
2.38 1.02
0.05 0.04
0.22 0.16
0.06 0.06
1.45 0.24
0.20 0.10
99.17
67.31 2.10
0.90 0.13
12.80 0.19
5.97 1.08
0.09 0.02
1.25 0.27
1.86 0.37
3.57 0.35
3.52 0.52
0.23 0.06
0,19 0.05
0.03 0.05
0.32 0.12
1.61 0.25
99.65
Data on Basal Member and Melt Bodies compiled from Muir and Peredery (1994)
Data on granophyre courtesy of P. Lighffoot; Ontario Geological Survey
strongly deformed where two regional ductile deformation
zones cut across the SIC. Norite and quartz gabbro at these
locations, however, are not deformed (Dressier, 1987:
Shanks et al., 1990; Shanks and Schwerdtner, 1991; Cowan
and Schwerdtncr, 1994; Johns and Dressier, 1995). This is
further evidence that not all phases of the SIC are exactly
of the same crystallization age. These field observations, in
out opinion, suggest that the entire SIC is not a rapidly
emplaced, differentiated impact melt sheet. This is supported
by the chemical investigations of Chai and Eckstrand ( 1993,
1994) who maintain that the SIC represents two distinct
magmas, one contaminated and mantle-derived (norite), the
other an impact melt (granophyre). Isotopic investigations,
however, provide evidence that the entire SIC, not only the
granophyre and including the Sublayer and its ores, repre-
sents an impact melt (e.g., Faggart et al., 1985; Deutsch,
1994).
Nonetheless, we infer that the granophyre of the SIC is
in fact the impact melt sensu stricto; norite and the phases
of the sublayer are the result of impact-induced deep crustal
melting. The induced melting occurred in response to shock
heating, brecciation, and post-impact hydrostatic pressure
release. The deep crustal and contaminated melts possibly
intruded beneath a more or less solidified, in part deformed
granophyre mass. Evidence obtained fi'om the study of large
lunar multi-ring impact basins suggest that impact-induced
upwelling of mantle beneath a large impact basin may occur
and result in endogenic, magmatic activity, even at a consid-
erable time alter the impact (Solomon et al., 1982). The
Sudbury structure represents a partially eroded, terrestrial
equiwllent of a large lunar multi-ring impact basin (St6ftter
et al., 1989). The deep crustal melting proposed here may
have tapped a reservoir such as that of the 2.2 Ga old Nipis-
sing intrusive rocks. Constrained by radiometric ages, we
have to assume that this "magmatic" event occurred within
1-2 Ma of the impact event, because all phases of the SIC
have very similar ages of about 1.85 Ga _+ I to 3 Ma (Krogh
et al., 1984). All, that is at least two, Sublayer phases in-
truded after the emplacement of the norite ( Dressier, 1982;
Dressier in Naldrett el al., 1984 ). Mafic and ultramafic inclu-
sions in the Sublayer are also about 1.85 Ga old (P.
Lightfoot, Ontario Geological Survey, pers. commun, to
B.O.D., 1995), which provides further evidence for
multistage magmatic activities within a relatively short pe-
riod of time. These fragments probably represent lower, not
exposed, units of the SIC and were brought to their present
position by the sublayer magma. Field observations, theoreti-
cal considerations related to melt production during plane-
tary impact processes (Dence et al., 1977: Lange and Ahrens,
1979; Melosh, 1989), and age determinations, therefore,
suggest a relatively rapid succession of impact melting
(glasses and impact breccias of the Onaping Formation;
granophyre), and impact-triggered magmatic activity and
differentiation (norite), followed by intrusion of post-norite
sublayer phases that contain inclusions derived from lower
and unexposed phases of the SIC.
The considerable compositional variety of solid-state and/
or liquid-state glasses of the Onaping Formation is sugges-
tive c,f shock vitrification of a large variety of rocks. Mixing
of melts never was complete prior to the termination of the
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excawttion and ejection phase of the Sudbnry impact process.
Melts ejected from impact structures, therefore, may be dif-
ferent in composition from the commonly very homogeneous
impact melt sheets remaining in the craler cavity. Our inter-
pretation is supported by observations from the 100 km di-
ameter Popigai impact structure in Russia, where ejected
melt fragments are, in part, chemically different from the
composition of the melt sheet within the crater ( Masaitis el
al., 1976). It is also supported by--admittedly less con-
strained observations on Apollo 16 impact melt ejecta
where the most abundant textural group of melt fragments
is compositionally diverse, but interpreted to be all derived
from the 1320 km diameter Nectaris nmlti-ring impact basin
( Spudis, 1984 ). The ejected melt fragments may be different
in composition from a continuous impact melt body within
the impact basin (Spudis, 1993).
8. CONCLUSION
We have presented new microprobe analytical data on
recrystallized, solid-state and liquid-state impact glasses of
the suevitic breccias of the Onaping Formation, Sudbury
impact structure, Ontario, Canada. We have compared our
results with published whole-rock analyses, including those
of recrystallized glasses, of the matrix of an impact melt
breccia and impact melt bodies (all of the Onaping Forma-
tion), and of the bulk compositions of the Sudbury Igneous
Complex and its components. Our microprobe work supports
the shock origin of the glasses of the Onaping Formation.
Based on our chemical comparison ahme, the entire igneous
complex or the granophyre alone represent the Sudbury im-
pact melt sheet. Geological field evidence, however, leads
us to accept the second interpretation, in which the norite and
the Sublayer of the igneous complex represent contaminated,
endogenic, magmas, the granophyre a basin-filling impact
melt.
We believe that a more comprehensive microprobe study
of the components of the Onaping Formation may provide
evidence for an even wider range of glass compositions re-
flecting a wide range of target rock compositions. This would
further support our interpretation for the various units of the
Onaping Formation. Detailed field investigations, including
a study of the contact relationships of the various phases of
the Sudbury Igneous Complex and a re-evaluation of struc-
tural evidence, of published whole rock chemistry, and trace
element and isotope geochemical data, are needed to estab-
lish a Sudbury impact model encompassing all laboratory
and field observations.
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